
An Introduction 



USE, RE-USE, REPEAT 
Solupak. The UK's leading water soluble (PVOH) manufacturer.

www.solupak.com

Reduce
 All our products 

are zero waste

Reuse
Our bottles are designed 
to last for years, just refill

Recycle
We’ll re-use any 

unwanted or worn items 

Reduce
This step is on us, our system is 

zero single use plastic and 
all our products are zero waste 

Reuse
Our bottles  are designed to last
 for years.. and years... and years. 

Don’t Landfill.. Refill 

Recycle
You could recycle our bottles but 

please don’t, if they really cant carry on 
then return them to us





Solupak is a UK developer and manufacturer of cleaning products for commercial, domestic 
and leisure use across many applications. 

Our specialism is in water soluble products, either liquid or granules, which are effectively 
contained within PVOH films until the point of use. 

Celebrating our 21st year in 2019 we are proud to have become the ‘go to’ manufacturer 
for many leading brands who partner with us to develop, formulate and distribute cleaning 
products packaged within water soluble film. 

Some of our existing customers include The John Lewis Partnership, Greggs, The Body Shop, 
BASF, The Tower of London and Kensington Palace amongst other household names, and we 
distribute as far afield as Australia and India. 

All of our products are designed for regular use, a significant benefit to the Cleaning, Catering 
and Facilities Management industry as locations with small teams can be provided with low 
cost, low volume, easy to use, safe products: 

•  Without requiring large, expensive dosing systems
•  Without relying on operatives dosing correctly 
•  Without having expensive ready to use products
•  Without waste; you ‘Just add Water’...and they dissolve
•  With the highest possible environmental accreditations
•  With the guarantee that the active ingredients are optimally dosed 
• With a product for all applications 

Our vision is to be the leading producer of effective and value-for-money cleaning concentrate, 
packed in water soluble film sachets, made adopting the highest possible ethical standards.

AN INTRODUCTION

“We are excited about showing you the 
benefits of our systems and demonstrating 

how we can make a significant contribution to 
your business and environmental goals.”  

Alex Thompson, Managing Director



Our drive has always been to ensure a minimal impact on the natural environment and this is 
applied to each area of the business

More Ocean..less plastic

In 2017 the plastic pollution problem was, quite rightly, described as a planetary crisis by the 
United Nations.  Since then the viibility of the problem has become ever more evident.

As public awareness continues to grow around the scale of the issue our products become 
more relevant to our customers and are a considerable contributor to their Corporate 
Environmental and Social Responsibility targets. 

The drastic and immediate reduction of single use plastic is of critical importance to all of us 
with the environmental challenges we face today. Our product ranges offer a unique suite of 
benefits and significant, verifiable reductions in the amount of waste and energy your business 
operation generates. 

A PLANETARY CRISIS



Reduce and Re-use..let’s STOP before Recycling

Since the first Earth Day and the introduction of the Mobius loop as the symbol for Reduce, 
Reuse, Recycle in the 1970’s recycling has increasingly been seen as the solution to our ever 
increasing use of single use products and packaging. 

The UK recycling systems are almost at breaking point despite hundreds of thousands of 
tonnes of plastic packaging shipped to China each year because the UK doesn’t have sufficient 
capacity to treat it here. China has stopped imports of foreign materials for recycling this 
year and this is tipping the already stretched recycling sector into crisis, industry sources are 
warning that plastic waste could end up in landfill or incinerated. 

Don’t Landfill - Refill

The SoluPak approach has always been to minimise the need to recycle the materials we use 
in our products and packaging.  

Our patented spray bottles are designed to be used daily for year after year without any 
problems; just in case they reach the end of useful life (none have reached that point yet!) they 
are also fully recyclable 

The sachets are packaged in waterproof materials that can be re-used on site for a number of 
years. At the point when they need to be replaced they also can be included in the mixed dry 
recycling materials taken from the site for re-purposing. 

Being part of the SoluTion

From the work we have completed with our clients we know that the saving in plastic waste 
is between 4kilograms and 25 kilograms per cleaner per year..that’s a huge amount of plastic 
waste. 

Liquid concentrate 5 litre bottles go into the waste stream in the same way that ready to use 
trigger bottles do, we know that only 6 to 8% of plastic is recycled which means that all other 
cleaning systems are a big part of the plastic problem. 

SoluPak is part of the SoluTion “Our product ranges offer a 
unique suite of benefits and 

significant, verifiable reductions 
in the amount of waste and 

energy your business operation 
generates.”



We think the focus should be 
on REDUCTION

So you won’t find any single use 
plastics in our products

We’re a bit old fashioned in our 
views about REUSE

So our bottles are made to be 
durable, they last for years..and 
years

RECYCLING is third in line for 
a very good reason..
We prefer to avoid any need for 
it to happen

CLOSING THE LOOP



Technical Support 

We design and create our products in house which means we have a wealth of scientific 
expertise available to support our customers at need. 

This could be to develop a product for a specific issue or unusual application, to provide 
guidance for a cleaning issue, to liaise with your clients experts on your behalf or other 
support as required. 

A good example of the kind of chemical expertise we provide is with Waitrose where we 
worked with the Partnership food biologists to test and gain approval for the use of our 
products in the food prep and serve areas. 

Branding and White Label Products 

We have many customers who take products in bulk under their brand, this ‘white labelling’ is 
something we are happy to do subject to a volume spend and contract term agreement.

With the formulation unchanged the products will continue to be accredited by Cruelty Free 
International, the Vegan Society and EcoFlower which will enhance your brand, assist in raising 
awareness of your environmental objectives internally and increase contribution to your client 
objectives. 

“We design and create our products in house  
which means we have a wealth of scientific expertise available to 

support our customers at need.”  

WORKING TOGETHER



Training and Product Support

There isn’t a great deal of training required to use our products however we are always happy 
to attend team meetings, visit larger sites and meet with your area management to provide 
face to face guidance and to go through the benefits of the system. 

We find that the operatives themselves always love our products. Without fail they really like 
the way the system removes any guesswork, the small packages that are easily stored, how the 
product colours match the coding in place and that it is as simple as one sachet per bottle, 
bucket or machine. 

We understand that not everyone will want to move away from products that they are 
familiar with and have used for some time; we are very happy to support the change process 
and explain the system in order to bring everyone on board. 

WORKING TOGETHER



Bid narrative 

As we are all aware there is, quite rightly, an ever increasing focus on lessening negative 
environmental impact, plastics use reduction, improved packaging, lessening harmful emissions 
and increasing real value for money. 

When it comes to the differentiators between cleaning chemicals we are confident that our 
products have a significant edge. For our catering, cleaning and facilities management clients we 
are very happy to provide your teams with data, narrative, case study material and collateral 
images to use as part of bid submissions and innovation papers.

Costs, discounts and comparisons

There are many distributors and manufacturers in our marketplace and we understand that 
you have a lot of choice. Cost is always a factor if not necessarily the most important one all 
the time it will be some of the time. 

There are many competing claims regarding cost per dose with some organisations promoting 
extremely high dilution ratios and low cost. We are confident that our products stand up 
against any of our competitors on a like for like dilution ratio; the dilution is critical to ensuring 
that the active ingredients are at the correct concentration in order to effect the clean. 





Natural resources are precious and we seek to always minimise our use of them in the design 
and manufacture of our products. 

With SoluPak systems no water is transported thus the volume and weight of products in 
transit is low. 

That might seem to be a small benefit but you’d be amazed how much this reduces emissions 
through fewer transport miles and greater capacity within the transport vehicles. 

We want clean air as well as clean oceans 

One single pallet of our products is the equivalent of a 38 ton truck full of ready made 
products and half a truck of liquid dosing system product. 

On top of the positive environmental impact this reduces the cost of delivering our products 
to you or your distributors.

JUST ADD WATER.....DON’T TRANSPORT IT



We don’t test on animals, we 
never have, and we never will. 

We ensure that none of our raw 
materials are of animal origin or 

are tested on animals. 

We are proud to be accredited by 
both 

Cruelty Free International and 
the Vegan Society as an approved 

manufacturer.



The products are so easy to use we provide the instruction in pictures

The 4-step process is: 

1. Place the sachet(s) in the empty bottle / bucket / machine or other container 
2. Just Add Water..... 
3. Agitate / shake / swirl the water until the sachet is completely dissolved 
4. Use

Our patented bottles 

•  Are wide neck so the sachet can be easily placed in the bottle
•  Are permanently marked with the product label including diagrammatic  

instructions for use 
• Are marked to show the correct fill level 

Keeping your staff safe

The pictorial guides and the bottle labels reinforce the 4 step process and the colour coding 
to ensure correct use and also to assist any users with language or learning challenges. 

The dissolving sachets colour the water making it immediately obvious where the trigger 
spray bottle is meant to be used and avoiding potential cross contamination.

The products are colour coded according to the relevant industry body so for example the 
SoluClean range is coded according to the British Institute of Cleaning Science (BICSc) colour 
coding as shown here.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Sanitary  
fittings & 

washroom  
floors

General food  
& bar areas

Clinical 
Areas

General low  
risk areas



The dosing is always correct which means that the active ingredients in the sachets will work 
at the optimum level and costs are fully controlled  
at site level. 

There is minimal risk of the concentrate coming into contact with the users’ skin or eyes. No 
manual handling involved in using or moving the products before water is added.

Our laminated wallcharts and key fob cards are provided to assist your staff; they provide 
details of the approved products you are using and can be supplied with your logo etc.



We know that our products are 
produced ethically, sustainably and 
responsibly without exception 
and we want our customers to be 
certain of that. 
Our accreditations give you that 
certainty

OUR ACCREDITATIONS YOUR CERTAINTY



SoluClean meets every requirements of the contract cleaning industry. A low cost, low volume 
solution, the simple 4 step process, colour coded to BICS couldn’t be easier to use. 

SoluClean can scale up to be suitable for your largest site and down to a one cleaner site., the 
trigger tabs are provided in packs of ten and the floor cleaning tabs in packs of 30, 50 or 150 

The products in the range include all of those required for every task from damp wiping to 
sanitising to machine cleaning and everything in between. 

SoluClean also includes a range of smaller tabs called ‘Mini Mop & Go’ which are perfect for 
small buckets, pulse mop units and spillages

OUR PRODUCT RANGES industry specific by design



SoluCater is the award winning range for all the needs of the contract catering, and high street 
retail catering industries. 

The products are food safe certified and effective degreasers 
designed to keep food preparation areas spotless and safe.

Approved by Waitrose, The John Lewis Partnership and 
Greggs it’s not surprising our SoluCater range was the 
innovation category winner of the Society of Food Hygiene 
and Technology awards



SoluSport is for the leisure and activity sector as well as for domestic use. 

The range includes anti-bacterial sanitising sprays for gym equipment, glass and stainless steel 
cleaners for studio and weights areas. 

SoluSport is designed to work with the SoluClean range for offices, showers and changing 
areas and with SoluCater for the customer food areas providing a complete system for leisure 
and activity centres.

SoluSport also includes a bicycle cleaner suitable for all frame materials from steel to carbon 
fibre plus a degreaser and to complete the sports cycle there’s a SoluSport fabric cleaner 
suitable for keeping all breathable fabrics clean and fresh. 

OUR PRODUCT RANGES industry specific by design



SoluWash is for the catering and retail food industries as well as for care and domestic use. 

The range works with SoluCater providing cost effective, safe and efficient, zero waste 
dishwasher sachets that work with feed in dosing for commercial dishwasher units. Do away 
with gallons or drums of ready-made dishwasher liquids and replace with one or two sachets 
for the same, or better, results. 

SoluWash for laundry works on the same principle, one or two sachets completely replace 
the dosing system to commercial washing machines reducing storage space, increasing safety in 
handling, significantly reducing haulage and distribution costs. 



Natalie Fawcett 
Customer Services Administrator

Natalie is your first point of contact when you call or e-mail the 
Normanton team. She knows all about the products and can 
answer any questions you may have. 

Natalie.Fawcett@solupak.com

Helen McDonald 
Customer Services Manager

Helen looks after our customer service team who are always on 
hand to answer any queries and questions  
you may have. 

Helen.Mcdonald@solupak.com

MEET THE TEAM

Alex Thompson 
Managing Director

Alex oversees and has overall responsibility for the business. 
He is involved with the R&D team as a key stakeholder for the 
design projects and supports Stephen with client relationships and 
business development

Alex.Thompson@solupak.com



Gary Wilson 
Operations Manager

Gary has responsibility for the day to day smooth running of the 
manufacturing and packaging of products. The warehouse is also 
within Gary’s remit where he is ably supported by Steve in ensuring 
that we always have the correct levels of the required stock items 
to fulfil the orders. 

Gary.Wilson@solupak.com

Steve Lister 
Dispatch Supervisor

Steve makes certain that the products you need are sent on time 
and in full every time, he liaises with the couriers and distributors 
collecting and delivering the orders as well as with Gary to ensure 
we have the right level of stock

Steve.Lister@solupak.com

Stephen Coleman 
Sales Director

Stephen is responsible for key client relationships. With his 
background in chemistry and product development he is also 
a stakeholder for the R&D team in bringing new products and 
product refinements to market

Stephen.Coleman@solupak.com





Our vision

To be the leading producer of effective and value-for-money cleaning concentrate, 
packed in water soluble film sachets, made adopting the highest possible ethical 
standards. 

Our mission 

We work with passion, using advanced chemical technologies, to transform science 
into new possibilities for our customers. We lead in the design and manufacture 
of innovative cleaning solutions which are provided at an affordable cost for our 
customers and with the lowest possible impact on the natural environment

•  Our focus is on meeting customer requirements in their specific market

•  We make optimal use of and further develop high-tech chemical and packaging 
technology in the development of cleaning solutions

•  We sustain operational excellence in innovation, leadership, operations and all 
processes that are valued by us and by our customers

•  We provide low environmental impact solutions with key benefits for users - 
removing water from the supply chain, utilising reusable bottles, reducing the risk 
of manual handling injuries and of user contact with concentrated chemicals and 
incorporating metered dosing using water soluble film technology

OUR VISION AND MISSION

We work with passion, using advanced 
chemical technologies, to transform 

science into new possibilities for our 
customers 



Zero waste 
Our products dissolve and the packaging is re-used

Accredited by Cruelty Free International and  
The Vegan Society – No animal testing here!

We say no to single use plastic  
#moreoceanlessplastic

Every year, we save 15kgs of plastic, per cleaner  
(compared to dosing bottles) and 20kgs of plastic per cleaner (compared 
to ready-made)

Colour coded solutions matching those of the British Institute of Cleaning 
Sciences

Our patented bottle system lasts the contract’s lifetime – 
#dontlandfillrefill

We’re an approved UK EcoLabel licence holder

Goodbye expensive, bulky dosing systems!

SOLUPAK - to wrap up..





Our group family of three companies are all a part of the chemical industry with each focused 
and concentrating on a specific area of expertise.

We share common values, best practice processes and expert resource; the research and 
development team are positioned at the apex of the group structure which allows them to 
support each of the five companies as needed.

Working in this way encourages the cross pollination of ideas, assists the continuation of 
best practice and fosters a creative culture. Where there is a design requirement all of our 
R&D team will have input to the product composition as well as the peer review and testing 
process working closely with the project lead to develop the optimum solution.

J1 Technologies

J1 Technologies is focused on the development of 
formulated products and surface-active agents, through 
application, testing and research. Products have evolved 
by solving problems and optimising performance in a 
wide range of industrial processes. J1 Technologies was 
one of the first companies in the UK to be issued a 
permit under The Integrated Pollution Prevention and 
Control (IPPC) regulations, to manufacture Surface 
Active Agents (Surfactants), involving reaction.

For further information about any of our group companies please contact a member of the 
SoluPak team and we will make sure you speak to the appropriate person to answer your 
query or meet your requirement.

Core Additive Technologies

CORE is an additive supplier and technical solution company 
supporting four main market segments across the whole 
of Europe and beyond: Construction, Oil & Gas, Road and 
Environmental. The range of products is wide and varied 
including additives to reduce the production temperature 
of asphalt for road construction, cleaning products for heat 
exchangers, scent removers, and site decontamination. CORE 
is based at Thornton Science Park near Stanlow refinery in 
Ellesmere Port and office space and laboratory in a newly 

refurbished building called the Energy Centre.

OUR GROUP



SoluPak Ltd
Unit 6, Ripley Close

Normanton Industrial Estate 
Normanton WF6 1TB

+44 (0) 1924 565120 | sales@solupak.com | www.Solupak.co.uk 


